
Success Story 

KWS: Governing global 
growth and driving business 
transformation 



An innovative company charting a 
path of sustainable growth

The KWS Group, founded in 1856, is a highly innovative plant 

breeding company based in Germany. With € 1.3 billion turnover  

in 2019/2020 and over 5700 employees worldwide, it is one of  

the world’s largest seed producers. KWS operates in more than  

70 countries worldwide with around 87 subsidiaries.

Accelerating global growth, making internal 

operations smoother and aligning them with  

strategic targets is key to overcome the major 

transformation challenges KWS is currently  

seeing in its market. To support these targets, 

KWS has established a global Process Excellence 

Team based in Berlin. The team's  focus is on 

modernizing and facilitating operations and 

making the organization ready for the future.

 

 René Westphal  

 Head of Process Excellence 

“The benefits of Signavio really showed that  

 we have made the right investment: the  

 ease of use, the end-to-end perspective on  

 operations and the positive results  

 delighted not only our management but the  

 entire KWS team.” 

 > € 1.3 billion turnover in 2019/2020

 > Over 5,700 employees

 > Active in more than 70 countries with 87 

subsidiaries

 > Headquarter in Einbeck (Germany), 

Global Transaction Center in Berlin



The challenges

Shift in food supply and 

demand
The core task of agriculture is to produce  

sufficient food, as nutritious and high quality as  

possible, for a growing world population. Like 

other food and seed producers, KWS needs 

to deal with this demand and offer innovative 

products and services that meet high customer 

expectations, while being mindful of available 

resources. This requires effective and efficient 

processes, good system interactions and clear 

responsibilities behind the scenes.

Climate change

The constant transformation of our climate 

is increasing the demands on seed and crop 

protection. Sustainable resources and resilient  

operations are essential while improving 

KWS operates in the spirit of its family ownership by maintaining strong 

links with local farmers. Despite a value-oriented mindset and well- 

established business, as with many other breeding companies, KWS is 

facing a variety of new and transformative market challenges.

efficiency and customer centricity at the same 

time. The challenge is to align environmental 

requirements with sustainability, efficiency, and 

customer excellence.

Attraction and  

retention of young talent

Digital and technical know-how are essential 

enablers for the smooth operation of any  

future-driven business. As the battle for talented 

workers goes on, especially in global cities like 

Berlin, KWS needs to convince possible recruits 

and offer highly attractive and technology- 

focused working environments. Interesting 

programs and conditions are required, but  

also biotech itself needs to be represented as  

an attractive working field for young people 

aiming to be at the forefront of innovation.

 Sven Kirsten  

 Process Excellence Manager 

 “We are planning to dive deeper into  

 automation, but also process mining  

 and task mining. Therefore, we  

 need an all-in-one Suite. With  

 Signavio, we have everything right  

 at our fingertips when we need it  

 and can implement changes quickly.” 



The solution

To tackle this variety of challenges, KWS  

started a major centralization and standardization 

project for all its administrative functions to 

increase collaboration, align business and IT 

systems, as well as facilitate and modernize 

operations.

Establishing a global 

service delivery model 

As the company has already expanded 

worldwide and expects further growth in the 

future, KWS decided to transition towards 

a global (administrative) service delivery 

model, providing central services to all KWS 

businesses.

KWS understood that processes were the 

cornerstone of this ambitious business 

transformation initiative. So, as an essential part 

of the new central service delivery organization, 

the Berlin-based Process Excellence Team (PET) 

was founded, aiming to ensure effective and 

highly efficient end-to-end processes. 

End-to-end process  

view with Signavio

KWS selected Signavio as their Business 

Process Management solution. With its end-to-

end process view and multiple functionalities 

beyond process mapping, Signavio was the perfect 

tool to work on highly standardized processes, 

automation, and efficient ways to organize and 

manage teams and align systems.

Sven Kirsten, Process Excellence Manager, leads 

the Signavio implementation for KWS. Within  

six months the team was able to transfer its  

existing process repository containing over 

1000 processes in Visio and Excel sheets into 

Signavio to increase global transparency about 

responsibilities and operations and reduce efforts 

for maintenance or process changes.  

KWS uses Signavio Collaboration Hub to share 

process insights and provide employees with 

exactly the information they need. This helps 

everyone in the team to adopt knowledge and 

contribute a good performance to the business 

success. The team recognized how essential a 

professional management solution is, and what 

Visio and Excel documentation simply could not 

deliver.

Intelligent automation

With a first pilot project, the team is currently 

diving into Signavio Workflow Accelerator to 

speed up existing governance processes. With 

simple automation features daily operations 

are made easier and smoother, while cycle times 

are significantly reduced. Continuing this 

path to greater efficiency, the outcome of 

running processes and automated tasks will be 

examined and improved soon.

Implementing Signavio helped to foster global 

process governance but also improved the 

collaboration between teams and the adoption 

of capabilities for employees. On a system  

level, the Business Transformation Suite is the 

perfect fit as it helps to create business-IT-

alignment and works well with other crucial IT 

systems, such as SAP.

 “To me, business transformation means 

 enabling the organization to be ready  

 for future market challenges. Signavio’s  

 suite approach helped us to avoid silos  

 and keep up with the pace of change.” 

 René Westphal  

 Head of Process Excellence 



 

 

Since the Signavio Business Transformation 

Suite was implemented, KWS has already 

seen an increasing process mindset among 

employees, enhanced operational excellence 

and fostered customer-oriented thinking 

across the entire organization. Transparency 

was significantly improved, and process 

owners are now more confident in fulfilling 

their roles. Everyone in the organization 

benefits from clear responsibilities and easy-

to-find information.

As an innovative company in a competitive 

market, KWS also makes use of Signavio 

Results and outlook 

technology to identify the root causes of 

problems quickly. For example, the identification 

of country-specific variants to the company’s 

core operations will play a major role in the 

company's journey towards Process Excellence. 

This is also the point where process modeling 

will come together with process mining.

Thanks to Signavio KWS has an even clearer 

definition of how the business wants to operate, 

coupled with a high level of transparency. This 

gives KWS the capacity to foster global growth 

and tackle their variety of challenges in the right 

way.

 Sven Kirsten  

 Process Excellence Manager 

 “Looking back, I can say that today  

 the only thing that we would have done  

 differently is including professional  

 process management way earlier into  

 our organization” 

 > Enable data-based decision  

making via process mining

 > End-to-end process discovery  

and process analytics

 > Embed governance processes  

with automated workflows

 > Increase level of process  

digitalization and automation

 > Develop and drive PI platform  

approach for KWS globally

The way forward



Signavio easily standardizes 

processes across your entire 

organization, including different 

business units and geographic 

locations. Assess the usefulness  

of your company’s legacy  

systems, and update them 

where appropriate, as well as 

discovering other opportunities 

to improve your IT infrastructure 

and business/IT alignment. 

Search, create, and share tasks 

with upgraded collaborative 

Signavio capabilities. 

Five use  
cases,  
one  
software  
solution

Managing risk is fundamental 

to companies, globally. Signavio 

helps build a stable and  

consistent process environment, 

meaning compliance violations 

can be detected, and risks 

responded to rapidly. Signavio 

lets you simulate scenarios, 

test controls, and improve your  

organizational response  

times with fully automated 

conformance checks—making 

complex manual reporting a 

thing of the past.

Process automation with Signavio helps cut  

down on repetitive work, reduce human error, 

and detect and eliminate incidences of  

non-compliant process behavior. Analyze your 

business processes to identify opportunities 

for automation, or optimize existing processes  

in preparation for RPA implementation at  

scale. Harness the integrated human and robot 

working loop for managing process excellence  

and transformation strategies.
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Signavio enables organizations to model their 

current processes, from new customer  

onboarding to payment processing, and discover a 

more efficient way of operating. Harnessing  

the power of process management with dynamic, 

customizable dashboards, and process analysis/

mining capabilities helps improve the end-to-end 

transparency of business processes. Signavio 

swiftly harmonizes operations and business  

decisions across different departments and  

business functions.

Expectations are changing,  

and organizations worldwide 

need to change operational  

perspectives by looking towards 

the customer via an integrated 

360-degree journey technique. 

Signavio journey mapping is 

essential across all personas, not 

just the customer, including  

patients, citizens, employees, 

and the end-user. Put these 

process perspectives at the heart 

of operations, identify contact 

points, and drive customer 

excellence (CEX) initiatives.

 Mapping the  

 Customer Journey 

 Operational  

 Excellence (OpEx) 

The Signavio Business Transformation Suite is the only solution  

to unleash the power of Live Insights to help organizations of  

all shapes and sizes get the most out of their processes. With  

intelligent process mining, companies reduce costs, optimize 

performance, and safeguard their competitive advantage. 

With next-gen collaborative capabilities, business knowledge propels 

process-driven transformation based on conclusive end-to-end  

process evidence. This way, you navigate case scenarios by unlocking 

the persona information, visibility, and quantifiable numbers needed 

for continual growth and customer excellence (CEX) imperatives.

 Almost 60% of companies  

 incurred payment charges  

 from suppliers due  

 to process inefficiencies 



The Signavio Business Transformation 

Suite reduces the time taken to deliver 

value from your intelligent process 

mining initiatives, RPA at scale imperatives, 

end-to-end process orientation, 

collaborative efforts, customer excellence 

strategies... and more!

Boost your business transformation 

activities with a free 30-day test drive.

 Unleash the  

 power of process 

www.signavio.com/try 


